Chromonic/Silica nanohybrids: synthesis and macroscopic alignment.
Some dye molecules self-aggregate to exhibit a lyotropic columnar liquid crystal state (chromonic liquid crystal) via pi stacking in relatively highly concentrated aqueous solutions. In this work, the chromonic liquid crystal structure was immobilized, for the first time, with silica networks by way of the sol-gel condensation process. The immobilization of the columnar structure was successfully attained in the presence of 2-(2-aminoethoxy)ethanol, which favorably mediates the interface between the anionic charge of the dye aggregates and the silica network. Without this molecule, the sol-gel process gave rise to a transformation from columnar to lamellar structure. Both spin-coating and dip-coating methods gave essentially the same results. In the dip-coated films, the dye molecules were aligned over a large area with orientation orthogonal to the lifting direction.